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SUBJECT: Counterterrorism in the Southern Cone

___  ________________________________ _____ j ‘
The security forces of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, 

and Uruguay have for some time engaged in a formalized exchange of 
information on leftist terrorists. Moreover, these governments jointly 
carry out operations against subversives on each other's soil. This 
effort, dubbed "Operation Condor", is not publicly known. One aspect of 
the program involving Chile, Uruguay, and Argentina envisages illegal 
operations outside Latin America against exiled terrorists, particularly 
in Europe. Because the existence of Condor is known to foreign security 
services, such activities have so far been frustrated. The extent of 
cooperation in Condor is unusual in Latin America, even though the exchange 
of intelligence information.by governments facing a common problem is a 
routine practice throughout the world. |

The military-controlled governments of the Southern Cone all consider 
themselves targets of international Marxism. Having endured real and 
perceived threats from leftist terrorists, these governments believe that 
th? very foundations of their societies are threatened. .In most cases, 
government leaders seek to be selective in the pursuit and apprehension of 
suspected subversives, but control over security forces generally is not 
tight enough to prevent innocents from being harmed or mistreated. 
Cultural and historical developments in the region go a long way toward 
explaining, if not justifying, the often harsh methods. In Hispanic law, 
for instance, a suspect is presumed guilty until proven innocent. In 
addition, most Latin American constitutions have provisions for states 
of seige or other emergency clauses which greatly increase the governments' 
powers of arrest, detention, and censorship.

i
There is a long history of bilateral efforts to control subversion 

in the Southern Cone countries. The regional approach eventually formalized 
in Condor, however, apparently was endorsed in early 1974 when security 
officials from all of tne member countries, except Brazil, agreed to 
establish liaison channels and to facilitate the movement of security 
officers on government business from one country to the other.

Among the initial aims of Condor was the exchange of information on 
the Revolutionary Coordinating Junta (JCR), an organization believed to 
consist of representatives of terrorist groups from Bolivia, Uruguay,
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their interrogators were security officers from Chile and Uruguay. A 
number of Uruguayans were held in Buenos Aires last summer for two weeks 
and then flown to Montevideo in an Uruguayan plane. Uruguayan military 
officers offered to spare them their lives if they would agree to allow 
themselves to be 'captured" by authorities -- as if they were an armed 
group attempting to invade the country. Moreover, two prominent political 
exiles in Argentina were killed under mysterious circumstances.

Condor also is engaged in non-violent activities, including 
psychological warfare and a propaganda campaign. These programs heavily 
use the media to publicize crimes and atrocities committed by terrorists. 
By appealing to national pride and the national conscience, these programs 
aim to secure the support of the citizenry in the hope they will report, 
anything out of the ordinary in their neighborhoods. Propaganda campaigns 
are constructed so that one member country publishes information useful to 
another -- without revealing that the beneficiary was in fact the source. 
For example, Bolivia and Argentina reportedly are planning to launch a 
campaign against the Catholic Church and other religious groups that 
allegedly support leftist movements. Bolivia will collect information on 
the groups and then send it to Argentina for publication.

The Condor communications system uses both voice anc teletype.
Member countries communicate via radio and each is required to maintain 
an open channel.

ers 
inefficiency, but this factor has not inhibited its overall effectiveness.
Condor has tioht

Security has been strengthened at Condor's operations center 
in Buenos Aires, and compartmentation has been, increased. In addition, 
once a Condor member has declined to participate in an operation, he is 
excluded from all further details of that pa 
active members such as Paraau nd Bolivia

ay not be aware of many operations.

Outside the Condor umbrella, bilateral cooperation between other 
security organizations in the region also is strong. For example, 
intelligence organizations in Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile work together 
closely. Each security organization assigns advisers to the other countric 
primarily to identify subversives in exile.
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